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variable whose own density distribution function governs
the characteristics of the mixture model distribution function. The marginal distribution of the mixture can be calculated by integrating the scaled Gaussian function over the
distribution of the scale parameter, and several closed form
solutions have been derived [5].

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a multivariate, non-Gaussian parametric modelling technique to analyse polarimetric SAR
data. We investigate a simple class of multivariate nonGaussian distributions, the 'Scale mixture of Gaussians',
and assess its "Goodness-of-fit" to the radar data. Four
models are analysed and various characteristics of the models are interpreted, together with practical considerations
with regard to parameter estimation. We observe that SAR
data is often not Gaussian in distribution, being more highly
peaked at zero and falling off more slowly than the Gaussian. It is shown that a single 'flexible' model is sufficient
to capture the statistics of the SAR data, leading to a feature set of the modelled parameters. Image classification is
then studied by means of the modelled data and compared
with an existing land cover map.

This paper investigates three such models in addition to the
multivariate Gaussian: the multivariate Laplacian, multivariate K and multivariate Normal Inverse Gaussian. Modelling is accomplished using maximum likelihood estimation and method of moments to obtain the parametric description of the mixture model. The common generation
method as a scale mixture of Gaussians leads to a common
method of determining the mean and covariance structure
parameters. The scalar parameters for each model are determined from combinations of one or more moment estimates related back to the scale parameter's distribution
function. The parametric estimation routines will always
find some parameters that fit each model to the given data.
Goodness-of-fit testing is subsequently used to find which
of the four fitted models best describes the data set. In this
work we have chosen to use the log-likelihood measure,
primarily due to its speed and simplicity.

1. INTRODUCTION
A considerable amount of research has been devoted to
the study of the statistics of single polarisation SAR images. The Non-Gaussian nature of these signals are often
modelled using non-Rayleigh amplitude models (e.g. the K
model [1] and the RiIG model [2]). Polarimetric Synthetic
Aperture Radar data is multivariate, with a complex 2 x 2
scattering matrix representing the returned amplitude and
phase of the wave reflected from the target area. Modelling
non-Gaussian polarimetric data has previously been studied using a similar multivariate K distribution [3].

Our main objective of the model fitting is to produce a new
feature space to describe the data based upon the statistical
model parameters. This feature space can then be used to
classify the images. As an example we have applied this
method to airbourne polarimetric SAR data from a mountainous area in Norway. We show some initial results of
simple classification based upon the parameter features.

Symmetric distributions that are peaked at zero and asymptotically fall off slower than the Gaussian are called sparse
distributions. Multivariate sparse distributions have frequently been represented using 'mixture of Gaussians' models, in which the non-Gaussian distribution is modelled as
a sum of several independent Gaussian distributions (each
with their own mean and covariance matrix). More recently, multivariate data has been modelled with a multivariate extension to the class of distributions known as
'scale mixture of Gaussians' models [4], in which case the
non-Gaussian distribution is constructed as a continuously
scaled mixture of a normalised Gaussian distribution (with
just one mean and normalised covariance structure). The
scaling parameter itself is considered a positive random
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2. THE MODELS
The multidimensional extension of the 'scale mixture of
Gaussians' model is expressed as

Y =i+ ZLr X,

(1)

where ,t is the mean vector, Z is the (positive only) scalar
scale parameter, F is the internal covariance structure matrix, normalised such that det F = 1, and X is a standardised Gaussian variable with zero mean and identity covariance matrix, i.e. X (,A/(O,1).
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and the general d dimensional pdf of Y is

Observe that since Z and X are independent, we obtain
the expectations
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2.3. Multivariate Normal Inverse Gaussian

Hence, for all of the models, we can estimate the parameter ,t directly from the sample mean, and F from the normalised sample covariance matrix. It is also useful to interpret the scale Z as a global scale because the F matrix
contains further relative scaling for each dimension. The
multivariate Gaussian distribution can be considered a special case of this scale mixture model when the scale parameter Z is a constant.

When Z has an inverse Gausssian distribution,
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the mixture model produces the multivariate Normal Inverse Gaussian, MNIG(6, -y, ,u, F) with marginal density
function

Given a probability density function (pdf) for the scale pafz (z), the marginal pdf for Y can be obtained by
averaging the pdf of Y Z over the density of Z
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2.4. Properties
pd

where for brevity

(

All models are symmetric about the mean and although
each dimension may have different relative widths, distributed by the covariance matrix F, they will each have a
similar shape governed by the scalar parameters. The MG
and ML distributions have a fixed shape, the rounded Gaussian and the pointed Laplacian The MK's and MNIG's
two scalar parameters lead to a range of shapes as well as
overall width. The shapes range from more pointed than
Laplacian, through to the rounded Gaussian (see figure 1).
The shape parameter does not vary linearly in value with
most of the variation occuring near zero and converging
asymptotically towards the Gaussian curve. Also note that
both the ML and MK distribution's pdfs can go to infinity
at the mean value, whereas the MNIG always has a finite
peak.
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The three distributions derived in this manner are named as
multivariate extensions to existing one dimensional distributions and retain the general characteristics of their namesakes.

.

2.1. Multivariate Laplacian
The multivariate Laplacian, ML(A, ,u, F), is derived with
Z from an exponential distribution
fz (z)

A

exp(-

The mixture of Gaussians method was also reviewed, because many of the non-Gaussian shapes may be created by
a mixture of several independent Gaussian distributions.
However, there is no clear rule to determine how many
Gaussians to use or why, and the estimation would be poor
with the reasonably small sample sizes used (we use 169 x
6-D samples). The scale mixture of Gaussians is a much
more compact description, with only 3 or 4 parameters, that
still captures the overall shape of the distribution.
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and the d dimensional marginal pdf of Y, using (4), becomes
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where Km (x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the
second kind and order m, evaluated at x.

3. ESTIMATION AND TESTING
In section 2. we explained how the mean ,it and covariance
structure matrix F can be estimated for each model. The
other parameters can be estimated from one or two moment
estimates for Z, related back to each chosen distribution.
Initially, the EM iterative approach was used (as in [5]),
however the long processing time and occasional numerical limitations proved impractical to use over a large image.

2.2. Multivariate K
The multivariate K, MK(a, A, ,u, F), is formed when Z is
from a Gamma distribution

fz (z) = r (

p(-Alz))'

(8)
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Fig. 1: Example shapes for each distribution, fixed width.
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where r and ,t are calculated from the sample mean and
normalised covariance.
For the K-distribution with Z Gamma distributed, (8), we
have
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which can be solved to find az and A.
The inverse Gaussian distribution, (10), has moments

(16)
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In the case of the multiviate Laplacian, the first moment
of Z from (6) can be shown to be E{Z} = A. Combined
with the observation of (3), we can estimate A directly from
the determinant of the sample covariance thus

S{Z}
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sion and all the data we can estimate the second moment
thus

In the general case, all the model parameters are free to be
optimised in the fitting procedures. However, it is normal
for a random sample to vary slightly from the ideal distribution, purely due to it being a random sample. Therefore, if there is some reasonable basis for a parameter to
be fixed then we would expect a better model fit by actually constraining it. The most obvious constraint is the
zero-mean constraint. Additionally certain model parameters may have restricted range, for instance, the MK-dist.
alpha value must be greater than -1, and lambda greater
than zero. In our radar data we have further zero and pair
value constraints on the covariance structure matrix. Examples in this paper are calculated without applying any
constraints, however the mean was found to be very close
to zero in all cases, and similarly the covariance terms expected to be zero were all very small.
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Fig. 2: MK distribution accuracy vs. sample size, iterative
method red, moment method blue. [d = 6, N = 1000, a =
1]

At the expense of precision we have chosen to estimate the
first moment of Z from the determinant of the covariance
matrix of Y, and the second moment of Z from a simple
fourth order moment in Y. The performance of both procedures is analysed using simulated data sets (figure 2). We
accepted the compromise given the 15 fold speed increase.
Note that there appears to be some bias for small sample
sizes, but both methods are reasonably unbiased from about
180 samples onwards, for 6-D data (like our SAR data).
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and we can therefore solve for d and 'y.
After obtaining four parametric descriptions of the data, we
then compare a goodness-of-fit measure of each to determine which model fits best. Since we are comparing four
different parametric descriptions to the same data set, it is
sufficient to use a relative ranking measure only, we do not
require an absolute, or normalised measure of fit. The loglikelihood measure is fast and efficient, and simply requires
summing the log of the model pdf value at each data point.
The logarithmic nature of this measure also makes it sensitive to differences in the tails of the distributions and is
therefore well suited for testing sparse distributions. Other

(12)

where d is the data dimension.
The multivariate K and NIG distributions have two parameters each, and require two moment estimates to solve for
two parameters. The simplest second moment relating to
the scale mixture of Gaussians derives from the fact that the
kurtosis of the standard Gaussian variable X is 31-. A little
manipulation reveals that by averaging over each dimen20

Fig. 3: Best fit map (left), MG (40.8%) white, ML (0.4%)
green, MK (26.6%) red, and MNIG (32.2%) blue. K coverage map (right), best-fit red, within 0.5% fit magenta.

Fig. 4: Classification maps: Landsat 5TM based (left) and
parametric MK (right). Note that the parameter map is simply 8 unsupervised clusters and may not match the land
cover map for land type.

measures based upon the integrated squared differences of
the pdfs were reviewed but found to be too cumbersome
to compute because the integrals over Bessel functions did
not have analytical solutions.

tain equal magnitude pairs and many zero elements in the
6 x 6 covariance structure. The 6 dimensional representation was then analysed in 13 x 13 neighbourhoods (z 20
meter squares) using the multivariate K distribution only.
The resulting parameter feature set was then classified with
a simple mixture of Gaussian clustering, trained over 1%
of the data, and then the whole image was classed with a
Baysian style classifier. The results are compared to a classification image based on Landsat 5TM that was supplied
by Norut IT, Troms0.

A 'best fit' map was produced by goodness testing all four
fitted models and mapping the chosen best-fitted model in
a different colour (figure 3). Of interest is the observation that although one model may be chosen as the best
fit, some of the other models may be quite reasonable fits,
with similar log-likelihood scores. The two parameters of
the MK and MNIG give a shape space that finds a very
close fit for data varying from Laplacian-like to Gaussianlike. For example, the MK and MNIG distributions, respectively, have 98% and 99% coverage as best or within
0.5% log-likelihood score, while the coverage for Gaussian was only 63%. This means that either of the MK or
MNIG models alone may be used in place of any of the
other models depicted here, and we are assured of fitting
the data reasonably well. Even though the fit may not be
quite as good, it is probably at least within the random sampling variation inherent in the data, and the shape parameter
will probably represent the data fit well enough for classification purposes. Initial results have only looked at the
MK distribution because of numerical difficulties encountered while testing the MNIG distribution. The decision to
use just one model to fit the entire image, means that the
classification stage becomes a single feature-set classifier,
instead of a potential multiple pass or branched classifier
with, no doubt, rather complex output merging problems.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown that a single flexible nonGaussian model may be used to create a new parameter
feature space from a particular class of multidimensional
data. The scalar parameters may be interpreted as global
shape and width terms, and the vector mean and covariance
structure matrix describe spatial position and relative internal orientations. This technique was then shown to produce
a smooth classification image with realistic looking regions
compared to conventional classification. Further work is
required to optimise and determine potential advantages of
using this method.
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